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ASSET SUSTAINABILITY 

Ameresco’s Asset Sustainability Group (ASG) was created in 2006 to help clients develop 
strategies to manage the funding gaps associated with aging infrastructure. ASG currently 
provides asset management advisory solutions to clients in both the public and private sectors in 
different industries, including municipalities, counties, and state departments, school districts, 
higher-education institutions, housing authorities, healthcare companies, real-estate 
management, and commercial entities. 

ASG’s unique approach includes four stages: 

Needs Quantification. Ameresco’s experience in efficiently and accurately developing a 
database of life-cycle cost templates for various building types and rapidly completing facility 
condition assessments and is a specialty of ASG. Base building data is loaded into the templates 
creating cost models that automatically produce life-cycle forecasts to drive short-range and 
long-range replacement needs. Data is validated via phone interviews with local staff, enabling 
knowledge transfer and collaboration.  
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Data Validation. Site assessments, conducted by Ameresco or client, ensure the modeled data is 
accurate, document future actions, and build out a photo library. Ameresco’s unique 
AuditPlanner™ tool, a mobile App, is pre-loaded with the modeled data for ease of 
updating/validating data in the field, including pictures.  

Organization & Prioritization of the Data. ASG shares best practices by considering a wide 
range of potential outputs, identifying the most useful ones, and ensuring that the right data is 
captured and organized appropriately. ASG reviews and prioritizes the risk management criteria 
to identify the most important renewal and replacement projects. Ameresco’s AssetPlanner™ 
Software Suite organizes the data and provides robust reporting and analytical tools. 
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Strategies & Solutions. Once facility and portfolio needs are understood, ASG works with its 
clients to develop financial strategies that leverage savings opportunities and optimize budgeted 
capital dollars. ASG’s approach helps to uncover the best financial options and strategies that 
minimize organizational risk, including: 

• Capital Creation Strategies™ that provide additional capital. 
• Clearly defined requirements for funding appropriation and investment. 
• Greener and more efficient facilities with existing funding. 
• Lower operating costs. 
• Recommendations and business cases for any adjustments in base funding. 
• Various combinations of strategies which optimize returns. 
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ASG provides expertise in organizing information into an effective decision-making tool, 
including business plans and executive/board level reports. ASG combines capital planning 
prioritization, operational review, utilization, real estate optimization and energy benchmarking 
into a decision development framework to promote effective analysis. This information is 
managed, analyzed and continuously updated in the AssetPlanner™ Software Suite.  
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